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Next Meeting
October 2nd at 9:15
Our October meeting will begin with a slideshow of the
Fall Fair and open pictures submitted this month. Ken will
discuss the upcoming shootout (see below), Marg will present
her hint and John will present the video on wildlife photography (see page 2).
The highlight of the meeting will be a presentation by our
special guest, Rod McIvor. You can see some of his recent
work in the Photos section of his facebook page. For more
about Rod, visit his biography page on Wikipedia. You really
don't want to miss this one!

Shootout at Pinhey’s Point
The club has a shootout planned for 08:00 AM, October
8th at Pinhey’s Point Historic Site. You can find Google driving directions here. This is a very photogenic location as you
can see from the many photos posted online. If you need a
ride or are willing to share a ride there will be a sign-up sheet
at the October 2 club meeting or you can contact us at cameraclub@kanataseniors.ca .

How To Submit Your
Assignment Photos
1. Shoot your pictures at the largest resolution that your camera is capable of producing.
2. Use an email program and “Attach” your image directly
without resizing.
3. Send your images to cameraclub@kanataseniors.ca
4. If you want your pictures included on our Photo Gallery,
you MUST include your name as part of the image name:
Shot as: IMG0912.jpg (straight out of the camera)
Renamed to: Snowy Beach by John Williamson.jpg
5. Use of Photoshop or other programs to edit your pictures is
encouraged.
6. Indicate in the text of your email which photo you want in
the review portion at the end of our meeting.

Month

Assignment

Deadline

Shown

Sep.

Fall Fairs

Sep. 27

Oct. 2

Oct.

Reflections

Nov. 1

Nov. 6

Nov.

Colours

Nov. 29

Dec. 4

Correct Exposure Problems.
Your camera has the tools to
correct exposure problems, and all
cameras have features that help get
consistent better exposures.
Use your LCD: This is the place
to start when you check exposure.
Look at small areas, especially if
they are bright. Enlarge the photo,
so you can see if the bright areas
hold important details or are washed
out and empty white.
Exposure Compensation can
help: This allows you to make the
camera give more or less exposure
than the metering system allows.
Add exposure to the plus side to
make it brighter and to the minus
side to make the image darker.

Lock Exposure to deal with problems: Most cameras let you lock exposure to limit the metering system's
changes. Point at a brighter part of the
scene to decrease the exposure, or
something darker to increase the exposure, then press the shutter halfway
to lock exposure. You then point back
to your subject and the chosen composition
Try Auto Exposure Bracketing
which allows you to set the camera to
take several photos in a row, each image with a different exposure. Set the
amount of bracketing and choose the
continuous shooting setting.
Marg Jackman

Dance on Water by Anne Jones

Contact us at: cameraclub@kanataseniors.ca
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Wildlife Photography Tips
This article on the PetaPixel web site has a short list of great
tips on wildlife photography including:
 Get Out Early
 Drop to Eye Level
 Watch Your Backgrounds
 Never Follow an Animal
 To Get Closer, Look Distracted
 Outsmart the Wind
 Use Continuous Frame Advance
 Make Your Buffer Last Longer
 Use Auto Focus (AF) Points for Composition
 Use Center Point AF for Tough-to-Focus Situations
There is much more detail in the article and the associated
video.
Fraser Campbell

Hummingbird
by Ken Wilson
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Blue and Golden Hours
Just before sunrise and just after sunset are two times of
the day when the light is almost magical, softer, with nice long
shadows and sky colors at their best. These special time periods are caused because the rising or setting sun has to pass
through more atmosphere than it does with the sun is more
directly overhead. The atmosphere acts like a prism filtering
out some colors while letting others pass more easily. Photographers most often call these times the golden hours.
One is the warm morning light, with yellows, oranges and

red tinges. This lighting corresponds to a myriad of start-up
activities, be they from man or nature. At the end of the day
after sunset the great blue and magenta tones appear, just
before it gets very dark. The sky becomes a very deep blue in
this twilight. Blue tones are generally calming and relaxing
colors. These colors also work very well with yellow light cast
by incandescent lights making the combination great for taking
specialty landscape, architecture or other images. Perhaps
due to the differences in these special light periods more and
more the name Golden Hour is starting to refer to the start of
the day and Blue Hour the end of the day. Also technically
speaking, these time periods are not an hour long, being
much closer to 30 minutes or less.
Given your location and date, this web site will calculate
the times these special periods occur. It helps to be there early and get set up for that special shot.
Some photographic considerations? Use a tripod. Set
camera ISO no higher than 200. If your camera has a mirror
lock feature, use it, or use a longer time exposure to lessen
mirror slap effect. A cable or remote control shutter release
also will help reduce vibration – as will turning on image stabilization if available. If your camera has an HDR function to
help you handle the broad contrast range you might try some
shots using this option. You can have fun trying various White
Balance settings, or use your camera to determine automatically which balance is best. If available you can also turn on
“Vivid Color” – to emphasize effect – or use Photoshop type
post production editing to help.
Frank Knor

“To the complaint, ‘There are no people in these photographs,’ I respond, There are always two people: the photographer and the viewer.” ― Ansel Adams
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Marg’s Hints
and Tips
Simple Tips to Improve Your Travel Portraits.
Photographing people is one of the most enjoyable and
rewarding parts of photography. Besides the
great photos that you
can acquire, for this
photographer it also
means a connection
with a country and it's
different kinds of people. Taking portraits of
people means you
need to get up close
and sometimes communicate with them, so
you need to get over
your shyness. Whether
it's a smile and pointing
to your camera or simply getting by with limited
language, it's incredible
how receptive people are when you put in the effort.
Keep the Eyes Sharp:
If the eyes are not sharp your image will look blurred and
won't work. The ideal focal-length lens is 80-105 mm. (also
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called the portrait lens). Aim to set your shutter speed to at
least 1/125 of a second (faster if you can), to ensure there is
no camera shake. A wide aperture of F2.0-5.6 will ensure that
you have a nice blurred background.
Think About the Light:
Overcast days are ideal as it offers soft, even light,
whereas strong sun on the person's face will cause harsh
shadows to appear. You
could use a flash to fill in the
shadows.
What's in the Background:
Avoid bright colours or strong
patterns and designs in the
background. Using the wide
aperture ensures that the
background is blurred.
Art direct your Subject:
Perhaps moving your subject
a few steps to the right or left,
or moving a hand towards or
away from the face can make
a huge difference. So don't be
afraid to direct your model as
to where and how you want
them to stand.
Try to Make them Relax:
Chances are they are nervous and self conscious about
having their photo taken. So try to get them to relax. Simply
making them laugh can make a huge difference and you'll
see that in your photo.
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Photography Channel
Do you want to learn about photography while you do
housework, walk the dog, garden, shop for groceries, … ?
This Week in Photo is an online network about photography
with several free channels:
This Week in Photo (photo news)
TWiP Family (family photography
All About the Gear (equipment)
Street Focus (street photography)
Your Itinerary (travel photography
The FIX (editing using Photoshop and Lightroom)
TWiP Talks (interviews with photographers
many of which offer weekly programs.
You can subscribe using a computer, then download
and listen on your computer, smart phone, tablet, mp3 player, or eBook reader. If you’re new to listening to online
broadcasts, the KSC computer tutors can get help you get
started.
See the Links page of the camera club web site for other
podcasts.
Bill Robertson

Left and forgotten
by Carol Brown
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Gallery of Summer Fun and Abandoned Pictures

Reflection by Bob Douglas

My Summer Hummer by Catherine Easton

Abandoned Farm House by Amy Lo
Summer Rain by Mary Milito

Abandoned No 1 by K Black

Vacant by Wayne Kerr

